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The Student Generation of 1989 from a Longitudinal Perspective: An Oral History

20 Years Later

The paper is focused on the current project The Student Generation of 1989 from a

Longitudinal Perspective. This research constitutes a continuation and broadening of

the successful project Students at the Time of the Fall of Communism in

Czechoslovakia, OH (1997-1999). This first project comprised of more than one hundred

interviews with former student leaders involved in the events of 1989. Returning to the

same sample of narrators after a significant lapse of time (hereafter referred to as the

"longitudinal method".

We are primarily interested in how memories of the same event have been altered by

new individual and social experiences. How has the discourse of individual

remembering changed through the influence of a dynamically-formed collective

memory? In 1996, the narrators were at the beginning of their careers; today, they are

around 50 years old, psychologists charcterized as like older adulthood.

An important dimension of the project lies in theoretical questions relating to the

application of the method of oral history. It is a great advantage that for the first time in

the history of similar longitudinal oral history projects, we are able to build on

previously recorded interviews. Twenty years ago, we did not have such an

opportunity: not only were such topics absent before 1989, but also oral history

methods which use today were unavailable. The recording of new interviews with the

same sample of narrators will enable us to trace changes in self-narration, and address

significant questions about the relation between the narrators' subjectivity and public

persona, including their social performance and public self-fashioning.

This IOHA 2018 paper will present initial findings from the ongoing OH project in the

Czech Republic (Central Europe). The paper will describe mainly methodological

strategies that are slightly modified compared to standard projects and to the first

project 20 years ago.
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The relevance of biographic narratives for socio-professional memory and

reflexivity – notes from a study with Portuguese social workers during the 1974

Revolution

This paper is based on a set of oral data collected from Portuguese social workers on

their experiences during the Portuguese 25th April 1974 Revolution, particularly

regarding their engagement in some of the flagship initiatives and programmes of the

Revolutionary period. The paper is an output of an on-going PhD research project in

social work and relies on the biographic narratives that were collected from 13 social

workers (12 women, 1 man) between 2016 and 2017. The paper's central point of

discussion revolves around the use of oral sources, particularly the recording of

biographic narratives, and how they can contribute to developing processes of

professional reflexivity, in this case, of social workers who had an active role during the

height of the transitional phase from dictatorship to democracy in Portugal

(1974-1976). As such, the paper explores how, other than simply producing accounts of

past experiences, the use of biographic methods (integrated within a historical

methodological frame) allowed interviewees to re-capture, re-interpret and re-signify

their own experiences in light of changing professional paradigms and the

socio-political configuration from the 1970s until the present. In that sense, the social

memory of the interviewed social workers unveils the processes that drove personal

and collective involvement in socio-political action, allowing comprehending their role

as political actors and their positioning in-between power forces and alongside

grassroots mobilizations. The paper will demonstrate how resourcing to oral history

methods made possible the surfacing of intra-professional tensions, self-expectations,

beliefs, and disenchantment, producing vivid critical narratives in the guise of rich

reflective testimonies.
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1CAMSTL (Centro audiovisual Max Stahl Timor-Leste) and University of Coimbra, East

Timor
2Max Stahl Audiovisual Archive Center, East Timor

Max Stahl Audiovisual Archive Center and theMemory of East Timor struggle

(1975-2002)

The importance of The Archive, created in 2004, derives from the crucial role that

audiovisual material played in the East Timorese struggle for self-determination and

human rights (1975-2002). That struggle was captured in the faces and the voices of

this very dedicated, resilient and persistent people by International film-maker Max

Stahl on over 4500 hours of film and audio recording.

The story of the struggle of the people of East Timor for nationhood, democracy and

prosperity is epic. Its roots in traditional culture, as well as in the voices of those who fell

in the pursuit of a democratic dream, belong in the process of development of the

young nation. Woven into the footage are places that no longer exist, national heroes

who did not make it to the independence, people in moments of struggle and crisis,

often in secret and alone, over many years and all over the country. These are stories of

sacrifice, suffering and tragedy. Behind them are many more of courage, endurance,

mystery, humour and joy. These stories knitted all the elements of the Resistance in East

Timor together under pressure, feeding the modern struggle.

That struggle was a struggle won by ideas. The story of how a tiny, almost forgotten

nation vastly weaker than its occupier came to inspire and then involve the world in

winning its freedom broke new ground in the fields of human rights and international

order. This was a struggle where the values of peace and freedom ultimately overtook

the importance of weapons and defeated overwhelming force. Today the

consequences are still playing themselves out internationally and regionally. For the

sake of future peace and understanding, the events and understanding of the past

must not be lost or rewritten to suit later agendas. Those memories must be

safeguarded and made accessible.
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A Silent History. Oral histories and Catholic narratives in Revolutionary Cuba

The paper explores oral histories of the Catholic community in Cuba as an alternative

history of the Cuban revolution (1959–), complementing and challenging the

revolutionary narrative and its frames of remembrance, recollection and narration.

Rooted in contemporary history, the paper analyzes the role of oral history and

narration in examining Cuban revolutionary history and historiography.

The main focus of the paper is the Catholic community in Cuba and its narration of

history as a history of marginalization, repression and otherness. The paper argues that

the history of the Catholic Church in revolutionary Cuba, as recollected and narrated in

oral histories by Cuban Catholics themselves, deviates from the revolutionary narrative.

As the public and civic spheres of Cuban society have not yet provided space for

discourse on the Catholic experience within the revolutionary reality, the histories of

both the institutional church in Cuba as well as individual and collective experiences of

Cuban Catholics remain, at large, silent and hidden histories of the revolutionary reality,

mostly narrated in oral histories by and within the community.

The paper argues that the living memory, repetitiously narrated and reinterpreted by

Cuban Catholics as a social minority, forms the core of Catholic identity in Cuba. As an

unestablished history, the recollection lives in oral histories, narration and

interpretation. Through living memory, the Catholic community in Cuba is also a site of

knowledge and a community both defining and guarding its own history. The paper

analyzes the use of oral histories and narration as a source of shared identity, the

limitations of exposure in oral histories within a closed community marked by

otherness, and the boundaries of historiography arising from narration and oral history.

The paper may also be delivered in Spanish.
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